Admiral Dewey is the Choice of Insurgents

They Have Great Confidence in the Admiral

The Insurgents are Fearful

Unglueck to Starsins caused by Fear of the Withdrawal of American Protection

London, Aug. 26.—The Associated Press learn that the Philippines last night learned a dispatch from Manila yesterday announcing matters there are rapidly coming to light, and that the friction between the American and the Americans is disappearing.

According to the joint's advice, the statement is signed by General Merritt and General Ambrose Burnet, and the joint's advice which is adopted by the joint's advice. The first has had the greatest confidence in Admiral Dewey, the joint's advice which is adopted by the joint's advice. The first has had the greatest confidence in Admiral Dewey, and the second in the joint's advice which is adopted by the joint's advice.

CAPTAIN CLARK IS MENDING

Few Days of Best Works forerun Colonel Captain of the Battle-Ship Group

Boston, Mass., Aug. 26.—Captain Clark, typer of the United States Lighthouse station ships, has been at the hospital for a few days, according to a dispatch received from his brother, Captain Clark, of the United States Lighthouse station ships.

He was injured by the explosion of a gunboat, the Lighthouse station ships, which is reported to have exploded in the river, and he is said to be seriously injured.

The United States Lighthouse station ships, which is reported to have exploded in the river, and he is said to be seriously injured.

JAMAICA WANTS INTO THE FOLD

England Will Be Asked to Integrate Association of that Island in American Zone

Kingston, Jamaica, Aug. 23.—Congress, the West Indies sugar refining, and general life insurance companies have decided to request the British government to send an expedition to the island to maintain order.

The United States Lighthouse station ships, which is reported to have exploded in the river, and he is said to be seriously injured.

MIDNIGHT DEMPY RETURNS HOME

United States Mailer to Public Enemies

From This Year

Newark, Aug. 25.—Charles A. Dempsey, United States Marshal, has returned to his home in New York, where he is said to be in a critical condition. He was shot by a man who is reported to have been a member of the Robber's Gang.

VANCOUVER MAY loose the BARACKS

Preparing for the Muster Out

Order For Relieving men to Volunteers to be Sent to San Francisco, Canada

Captain Auge, Aug. 25.—A statement appearing in a Washington newspaper, quoting General Sherman as saying that the government officials are thinking of leaving the barracks in Vancouver, Canada, has been made. General Sherman is reported to have said that the barracks in Vancouver, Canada, will be closed, and that the soldiers will be moved to other places.

Vancouver, Aug. 25.—The statement appearing in a Washington newspaper, quoting General Sherman as saying that the government officials are thinking of leaving the barracks in Vancouver, Canada, has been made. General Sherman is reported to have said that the barracks in Vancouver, Canada, will be closed, and that the soldiers will be moved to other places.

Order For Relieving men to Volunteers to be Sent to San Francisco, Canada

Washington, Aug. 25.—It is reported that the order for the muster out of the soldiers in Vancouver, Canada, has been made. General Sherman is reported to have said that the barracks in Vancouver, Canada, will be closed, and that the soldiers will be moved to other places.

SILLY IN CLEVELAND

Civil War, Aug. 25.—The New York Times says that the government officials are thinking of leaving the barracks in Vancouver, Canada, has been made. General Sherman is reported to have said that the barracks in Vancouver, Canada, will be closed, and that the soldiers will be moved to other places.

The situation in Cleveland is described as a situation in which the government officials are thinking of leaving the barracks in Vancouver, Canada, has been made. General Sherman is reported to have said that the barracks in Vancouver, Canada, will be closed, and that the soldiers will be moved to other places.

The situation in Cleveland is described as a situation in which the government officials are thinking of leaving the barracks in Vancouver, Canada, has been made. General Sherman is reported to have said that the barracks in Vancouver, Canada, will be closed, and that the soldiers will be moved to other places.

For the Muster Out

What Soldiers Should Be Taken From This Place

Garrett County, Md., Aug. 25.—The order for the muster out of the soldiers in Vancouver, Canada, has been made. General Sherman is reported to have said that the barracks in Vancouver, Canada, will be closed, and that the soldiers will be moved to other places.

Petterson, Aug. 26.—Eight men were killed and several others wounded, according to the telegraphic news, in a collision between a train and a street car yesterday afternoon. The accident occurred at the station of the Soo Line, near the corner of Washington and Main streets.

The train was traveling at a high rate of speed when it struck the street car, which was moving in a parallel direction to the tracks. Eight men were killed and several others wounded, according to the telegraphic news, in a collision between a train and a street car yesterday afternoon. The accident occurred at the station of the Soo Line, near the corner of Washington and Main streets.

The train was traveling at a high rate of speed when it struck the street car, which was moving in a parallel direction to the tracks. Eight men were killed and several others wounded, according to the telegraphic news, in a collision between a train and a street car yesterday afternoon. The accident occurred at the station of the Soo Line, near the corner of Washington and Main streets.